A TREE AND WOODLAND STRATEGY FOR THE WEST OF ENGLAND

Strategic Woodland Areas
Although the whole of the West of England
has a role in delivering the vision for trees and
woodland, there are certain areas in which
action is likely to be especially effective.
WENP has developed a Nature Recovery
Network (NRN) Prospectus, which bring
togethers strategic programmes and projects
in the region that would make a significant
contribution to the NRN. Additionally, building on
the West of England JGIS, a strategic pipeline of
GI programmes and projects is being developed
in the region, including projects in the NRN
Prospectus.

Areas have been identified in
which a focus on woodland
creation, expansion and restoration
could make key contributions to
the West of England’s strategic
network of woodland.

Using the evidence base outlined in Section
3 of this document and building on the NRN
Prospectus and JGIS pipeline, areas have been
identified in which a focus on woodland creation,
expansion and restoration could make key
contributions to the West of England’s strategic
network of woodland. These may be areas in
which high-quality ancient woodland is already
present but is fragmented and where a focus
on connectivity could enhance the benefits
of investment in trees and woodland; areas
that have been identified as being suitable for
large-scale afforestation; and/or areas in which
existing work can be built on.
These are not the only areas in which we are
suggesting that effort is made to increase tree
and woodland cover, and as the evidence base
improves new strategic areas may become
apparent. The national evidence base is
continually improving and the England-wide
approach to the NRN is producing more relevant
information.
Section 5 of this document outlines priorities
for trees and woodlands for every Landscape
Character in the West of England, organised
by Strategic GI Area, which are consistent with
these strategic projects. The Relevant GI Area(s)
for each Strategic Woodland Area are stated
below, facilitating cross-reference between the
Strategic Woodland Areas and more detailed
Tree and Woodland Priorities.
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Figure 1 Lower Woods and
surrounding woodland in the West
of England and Gloucestershire.
Existing woodland, as per the
National Forest Inventory, is
shown in light green/blue;
the NRN woodland strategic
network in green; and woodland
connectivity opportunities as
green circles. Lower Woods is
the large area of woodland in the
centre of the picture.

Lower Woods
Relevant Strategic GI Area(s) for Tree and
Woodland Priorities:
(14 - Cotswold Scarp and Dip Slope)
18 - The South Gloucestershire Vales
Lower Woods is the most extensive area of
ancient woodland in the West of England (and
one of the largest in the South West) and is one
of our most important habitats. It is a haven
for rare and threatened flora, such as orchids
and herb-paris, and fauna including the white
admiral and silver-washed fritillary butterflies,
woodcock and spotted flycatcher. The woodland
also incorporates and is surrounded by
important grassland habitats, making the area
an important part of the strategic grassland
network.
However, Lower Woods is isolated from other
large areas of woodland, with particularly poor
connectivity to the West. The nearest significant
areas of ancient woodland are on the slopes of
the Cotswold Scarp to the East, with connectivity
between Lower Woods and these woodlands
critical. A lack of connectivity between Lower
Woods and other woodland potentially
compromises the viability of the woods for
populations of specialist species – nightingales
have already been lost from Lower Woods in the
2010s.
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Creation of woodland and/or other supporting
habitat between Lower Woods and the
Cotswold Scarp in particular would improve
the connectivity of Lower Woods to woodland
in the West of England and Gloucestershire,
as well as potentially providing natural flood
management in a priority area as identified
by the Environment Agency. However, any
woodland creation would need to be mindful
of the landscape character of the Cotswold
AONB as well as the presence of species-rich
grassland in the area. The use of tree-lined
field boundaries, well-managed hedgerows and
wood pasture may be appropriate to connect
these areas of woodland, building on existing
connectivity.
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North Somerset Woodlands
Relevant GI Area(s) for Tree and Woodland
Priorities:
1 – Clevedon, Portishead and Gordano
4 – Woodland and Parkland Uplands:
5 – North Somerset Open Plateau, Wooded
Slopes
8 – Yeo Valley and Spring Line Villages
9 – Nailsea, Backwell, Long Ashton and
Environs
There is an existing network of woodlands in
North Somerset and West Bristol, including
Leigh Woods, Ashton Court, Prior’s Wood, and
King’s Wood and Urchin Wood SSSI. The area is
especially important in enabling populations of
bats, including the rare and protected Greater
and Lesser Horseshoe species, to forage and
migrate across the wider landscape. These
woodlands are also an important resource for
people, being located close to the urban centres
of Bristol, Nailsea, Portishead and Clevedon.
However, there does remain some
fragmentation and much of the woodland is not
well-managed, reducing its value to nature and
the provision of other ecosystem services. There

is also a gap in the woodland network between
this area and the Mendip Hills AONB.
Strategically placed woodland creation and
tree planting, including the use of woodland
corridors and hedgerows, and improvements in
woodland management in key sites, could make
this a resilient network of woodland, provide
additional woodlands for local communities,
and sequester and store significant quantities
of carbon. The following priorities have been
identified as especially important:
1. Strategic woodland creation/expansion and
improvements in management along the
Failand Ridge to consolidate an important part
of the network and better connect ancient
woodlands.
2. Strategic woodland creation and expansion to
strengthen the woodland network and better
connect Brockley Wood and King’s Wood to
the Failand ridge.
3. Strategic woodland creation and expansion,
including use of hedgerows and tree-lined
fields, between King’s Wood and woodland in
Mendip Hills AONB, to connect the woodland
network in North Somerset with woodland in
the AONB.

Figure 2 North Somerset
Woodlands, with the three
priority areas for strengthening
the woodland network
highlighted on the map. Existing
ancient woodland is shown
in dark green, other existing
woodland in medium green, and
the NRN strategic woodland
network in light green.
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Mendip Hills – Cotswolds AONB link
Relevant GI Area(s) for Tree and Woodland
Priorities:
7 – Clevedon, Portishead and Gordano
11 – Cam, Wellow and Somer Valley around
Norton Radstock
21 – Keynsham and Environs
The Cotswolds AONB and Mendip Hills AONB
are important areas for both wildlife and people
in the West of England, and are critical in
connecting habitats in the West of England to
the wider landscape. However, there is a lack of
high-quality habitat in the area between the two
AONBs, and low levels of woodland cover.
The area between the Cotswolds and Mendip
Hills AONBs has been identified as a priority
programme in the GI pipeline, is included in the
Bath and North East Somerset (B&NES) Council
GI Strategy, and is a Natural England focus area
for increasing landscape ‘permeability’ between
protected areas.
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Strategic woodland creation, building on the
existing pockets of ancient woodland, alongside
creation and restoration of other habitat types,
could provide an ecological link between the
two AONBs, as well as providing recreational
opportunities and improved access to nature
in the area. This should include more ‘open’
wooded landscapes, such as wood pasture. A
landscape sensitivity assessment for trees and
woodlands will be conducted as part of the
B&NES Landscape Character Area review, which
will need to be considered when identifying
potential areas for new woodlands.
Figure 3 Mendip Hills – Cotswolds AONB link.
The two AONBs are shown in blue, and the area
between the two is defined as the AONB link. The
NRN grassland and woodland strategic networks
are shown in orange and green, respectively, and
grassland and woodland connectivity opportunities
as red and green circles, respectively.
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Bathscape
Relevant GI Area(s) for Tree and Woodland
Priorities:
13 – Bath and Environs – Bathscape
Bathscape is the natural landscape surrounding
the historic city of Bath, which includes areas
of woodland of high value to nature and the
residents of the city and surrounding areas, as
well as large areas of high-quality grassland.
In 2018, the Bathscape Scheme was launched
to promote better management and use of
Bathscape, making it more accessible and
helping to ensure it is appreciated and actively
enjoyed by more people in Bath. The scheme
includes improving the management of 80 ha of
woodland, as well as improving 100 grasslands
and creating 12 new flower-rich meadows.

Woodland creation and tree planting could build
on the Bathscape scheme to better connect the
woodlands surrounding Bath with the wider
landscape. However, it is imperative to preserve
existing high-quality grasslands and to ensure
that tree planting or woodland creation does
not sever the grassland network, as well as
being mindful of landscape character and views
in the Cotswolds AONB and the Bath World
Heritage Site. Ideally, any new woodland would
incorporate mosaic habitats and grassland sites.
Figure 4 Bathscape and its environs, which includes
areas of high-quality woodland and grassland.
Existing ancient woodland is shown in dark green,
other existing woodland in lighter green, existing
grassland in orange. Opportunities for grassland
connectivity are shown as red circles.
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